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AST moving germany office

A

ST is in the process of moving its German
office to a new location in Löhne, Germany.

did you
know?
The latest installment in a
series of articles from AST’s
General Manager, André
Eichhorn, is featured in the
Jan/Feb 2014 issue of Injection World Magazine.

“We needed to find a location that better
suited our operational needs and would
also accommodate the rapid growth we are
experiencing at AST,” explained Managing
Director Philip Parmenter.
While AST will be closed 10-12 March during
the actual move, the new office will be in full
operation soon thereafter and AST customers
should note that AST will have a new phone
and fax number as follows:
AST Technology’s new office is located
within the A 30-Center, Ringstraße 36,
32584 Löhne, Germany.

Phone: 0049 (0) 5731 496 2340
Fax: 0049 (0) 5731 496 2208

Did You Know? 


The email used to contact AST remains the same: contact@ast-tech.de, and any email
sent during the moving time will be returned as soon as possible. See the new offices later
this month by visiting AST on Facebook!

Titled “Closing the Loop”,
readers will learn that DFM
considerations do not end at
mould qualification. André
discusses the importance of
ensuring processsing specifications are maintained during
production to overcome many
manufacturing problems.

ast to present at antec 2014

A

ST’s System Monitoring Development
Engineer, Tom Knight, will present a
paper titled “M2M, Big Data and Injection
Moulds” at SPE’s Annual Technical Conference,
or ANTEC. The event will be held 28-30 April
in Las Vegas, NV, USA and Tom’s presentation
will occur at 4 p.m. on April 29, at the Rio All
Suites Hotel and Casino.
Tom will discuss how advancements in
M2M interaction, coupled with advancements
in data storage and analysis (Big Data), are
changing the way that businesses make
decisions. He will demonstrate how M2M and
Big Data advancements can be applied to plastic injection moulds to optimise output and to
increase the mould’s reliability.
For more information, and to register for ANTEC, visit www.antec.ws.
Click HERE to visit AST’s website.
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Click HERE to read Andre’s
latest article. For archived
articles and details on
AST’s full line of products
and services offered,
please visit our website at
www.ast-tech.de.

